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We're not the kind of BMW repair shop that seems to find a major
problem with your car every time you bring it in for an oil change.
If your BMW needs only a minor adjustment to solve a
1
problem, we'll tell you. Because we focus on building ' ,.~' ,,
long term relationships with our customers.
,
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But if your BMW does need fixing , our ASE-certifiedMaster Technicians have the expertise to quickly
get to the root of the problem . With our state-of~
the-art equipment and computerized
access to all factory service bulletins, we 'll
make sure your repairs are done right the first time .
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As a get-to-know-you special , save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through November 30 , 1997, new
customers only. We 'll even
provide free shuttle service!
So call us today at 747-6044.
2111 140th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

STRICTLY BMW
Independent Service

Over 2,000 BMW owners trust us with their keys
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October 18
saturday
General Meeting: A visit to the office and car collection of
Patrick Hart. Starting time is 10:00. See this month's article for
driving directions.

October 23
thursday
Deadline for the November ZOndfolge.
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November 2
sunday
Driving School at Bremerton Raceway. Our last track event of
the year.

November 6
thursday
Board Meeting hosted by Club President Stephen Niver.
November 16
sunday
Club meeting at Redhook Brewery in Woodinville from 4pm to
7pm . See article to reserve space.
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by Jacqueline Kahn

the McLaren GT7 battle the Porsches, Mercedes and Ferraris.
This is the last race of the year and these cars at Laguna Seca
should be amazing . You can order tickets by calling 1-800-327SECA. The Golden Gate Chapter of BMW CCA will be hosting a
corral. For corral information contact Keith Wollenberg at 650326-2340 or GGCorral@kkw.com .
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October 24·26
friday-sunday
World Sports Car Championship Race at Laguna Seca. See
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This magazine is the monthly publication of the BMW ACA, Puget Sound
Region, and remains its property. All
information furnished herein is provided by the membership for members
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or liability to the editors or the Club.
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Patrick Hart Collection
n October 18th the club will be
visiting the office and collection
of Patrick Hart. Mr. Hart owns a
real estate development and investment
company. But his office reflects much
wider interests. It includes petrified fish,
five fireplaces and, most of all, his car
collection.
The car collection includes a BMW
Ml (seen at our concours), a BMW
Formula 2 racer from 1948, a Sbarra 328,
and a miniature BMW 328. The most predominate marque in the Hart collection is
MG. Patrick Hart is a former racer and
has collected cars for over 40 years.
The building has huge a wooden door
modeled on the one used in an old Jaguar
factory. Mr. Hart's personal office has
hundreds of model cars and a 12-foot long
skeleton of a 100-million-year-old fish.
There are other fossils around the office too.
So, if you want to see some interesting
cars in a unique work environment, join
us on the 18th. We'll start at 10:00 and
hang around until about noon. Mr. Hart will
be our host and tell about his collection.

O

Driving Directions:
-From 1-520 eastbound, take the 148th
north exit. Head north. Just north of the
Azteca Restaurant, turn right into an
office park. The address is 14850 NE 31st
Circle in Redmond. We'll be in Building B.
-David Lightfoot
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Referred .h

Robert Pedersen
Dan Flinn
Brett Tuson
James Reed, Jr.
Angel & Heidi Diaz
Charles & Jennifer Johnson
Andrew Kovaecvic
Kenneth Kinloch
Erik Matthews
Glenn & Kimberly Strom
Don Ray
Richard Mattei
Donna & Gerald Whitmore
Denise Sparhawk
Randall & Penelope Zenor
Mark & Wenda Oeweirdt
Richard Tong
& Constance Mao
Nola Schweiger
Kwan Wong
Adrien Herrmann
Aaron Even

'87 635CSi
'91 MS
'96 318ti
Redmond M'otorsports
'93 318is
Vance Jackson
'94 325is
Internet
'85 325es, '87 325i
Internet
'96 M3
Internet
Brian Horne
'95 318ti
'85 735i
Internet
BMW Seattle
530i
Track
Ferrari F40
'97 Z3
BMW Seattle
'73 2002
'84 733i
Tom Cox
Request
'95M3
'92 325i
Bellevue BMW

BMWs

Internet
Internet

BMW Seattle
BMW Seattle
Request
BMW Seattle

'81 320i
'87 325e
'91 735i
'95 318ti

Meet Your Fellow BMW Club Members at the
Redhook Brewery in Woodinville!
lease join us on Sunday, November 16th, from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm for an informal
get together at the Red Hook Ale Brewery in Woodinville as a way to get out and
see those members you only see either at the track events or other club outings.
Because of our high level of participation at the track events this year, the Club is able
to host this gathering, so come out and enjoy! There will be limited space for our party
so please call for your reservations. If you haven ' t seen Red Hook 's new facility this
would be a great opportunity. Food will be provided and beverages will be available for
your purchase. To reserve your place, call me at (425) 481-9571
-Jacqueline Kahn
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All Europ_ean Autowerk
BMW PORSCHE
AUDI MERCEDES
VOLVO VOLKSWAGEN
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• Suspension & Brake Systems
• Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
•Emission Specialist
• Clutch & Transmission
•Electrical Troubleshooting

325 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, Wa. 98032
206 859-8553 fax 859-3441
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Stalls
by Thomas B. Nast

'ta,st .fro111 the ,a,st
The following is a reprint from the
June 1991 issue of Ziindlo/ge.

Calculating the Future
lthough this club was originally
built around the 2002, it will be
hard for most of you to accept
how rudimentary these cars really were.
It's not as if the tires were made of stone
(although Michelin XAS tires ran a close
second) and the owner's manual was
printed on papyrus, but there are reasons
why they don't build 'em like they used
to. To see what will grow in the future,
one does well to look at the roots.
The 2002 had one camshaft and a carburetor. It had a distributor with points on
it. (Remember points?) It did not have air
conditioning or ventilation that worked
worth a damn. It did not have a catalytic
converter, ABS brakes, rack-and-pinion
steering or traction control at all.
Operation of the sunroof and windows
required a repetitive circular motion of the
arm and wrist; the antenna went up and
down with a more linear version of the
same. Best of all, don't take my word for
it, there was not a single computer in the
car. So they were light, agile ears, wonderful for street, track and autocross, and
were responsive to any number of easily
obtained modifications. A perfect nucleus
for any club.
The 2002 was also a common enemy.
These cars had some phenomenal weaknesses, some of which BMW never really
cured. The old Porsche-type synchromesh
is an excellent example, with an average
synchro life span of about 40,000 miles.
Through club contacts, you could have
these changed under a shade tree (with
Datsun synchros, no less) for about half
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price. Other soft spots, to name a few ,
included rocker arms and shafts, transmission output shaft/flange, differential spider
gears (still failing like crazy to this day) ,
cracking/folding engine mounts, and door
brakes whose life span was shorter than
that of the common fruit fly.
The club provided a forum for sharing
the lore and resources to economically
contend with such challenges. For example, I could pick up the phone and call a
resident guru: "Michael, all I did was start
the car, honest, and the oil filter blew off
the engine and left a gallon of oil on the
garage floor. What should I do?" And an
enlightening answer would ensue, such as,
"Put kitty litter on the oil to soak it up. By
the way, did you hear Chuck is selling his
TISA? Maybe we could get him to let us
copy the camshaft first! What? Say again?
Oh, yes, your car. I'll leave a bolt-on filter
and bracket on the back porch, just use it
until we can replace your oil pump."
Unfortunately, BMW fixed the oil
pump, the synchros, the output flanges, the
rocker arms
and shafts,
etc. (even the
metallic paint
no longer blows
off the cars at high
speed), so owners of
the newer generations
of BMWs really don't
need a club for these reasons. Which is not to say
that BMW has not had its
share of post-2002 boners, but
they are relatively few and often
best left to the dealer. What most owners
ask about in the newer cars is the computers. What today brings is a telephone call
like this: "Mike, I washed the engine bay

in my 533i, and it wouldn't start afterwards. The wires and cap are all dry, but
there's no spark. Should I replace the
computer?" To which Mike illumes, "See
if there is B+ at pin 42. If there is, just put
your 'scope between pin 36 and ground
and look for a square wave of five volts at
about 200 hertz while cranking. Say, did
you hear Denny is selling his 533? It
needs a cam and rockers, but for eight
thousand it could be a pretty good deal! If
I got it, l'd ... What'd you say? Oh yeah,
your car. Personally, I think you have
water in a connector, probably the one that
goes through the manifold bracket, from
the flywheel pickup sensor. Pull it apart
and take a look in there."
In fact, we have reached the point
where we need one club member assigned
to each computer in the BMW lineup, and
a president who is in charge of counting
the computers when a new model comes
out. With the advent of the 850i, which
even controls the windshield wiper tension
by computer, there is a pressing need to
expand the club so there are as many
members as there are computers. It
is unfair to expect a member to
master two computers, unless
s/he was already a programmer. And programmers drive
Toyota Tercel wagons, not
BMWs, and Toyotas
have computers of
their own, so we cannot expect programmers to join our
club. As long as
BMW adds computers, we need
to add members.
The distant future, of course, should
bring with it a reduction in the number of
computers, instead of the current spiraling
increase. Eventually, BMW will realize
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German Car
Specialists~

that the only way to have a real driving
experience anymore (at least in an urban
setting) is to simulate it. It will install a
virtual reality computer at each dealership, on which prospective customers can
"test drive" the cars. This will prove so
popular that new, more exciting simulations will be created, and virtual reality
time will be sold by the minute to all comers, even to pedestrians who drive to the
dealership in Subarus. Virtual reality
becomes so profitable that BMW stops
building cars with less than twelve cylinders and devotes its production capacity to
simulators. The many computers running
a BMW will be supplanted by one computer running a simulator.
The club BBS will be an active forum
by this time. "Sysop: I found an intriguing
bug in your PIR.Fl sim. If you set the bit
at at F812.0005 to 1 and take turn three in
fifth gear instead of seventh, you pick up
10 mph and 0.2 seconds. I don' t know
why, but suspect it thinks the 4WD is on.
By the way, did you hear that Marc wrote
a new camshaft algorithm for the M9? He
advances the valve timing at higher RPM
and reduces the pressure on the valve
spring hydraulic line, picking up .. .oh
yeah, your simulation ..."
Kind of makes me want to install a
calculator on the dash of the old 2002, just
so I won't miss the fun. ~

Service & Repair
8'Nce '\919

New Customer
Halloween Special!
$19. 95 Oil-Lube-Filter
Any BMW Model

(425) 644-7770

•BMW
•AUDI
•MERCEDES
BENZ
SERVICE & REPAIR
Your Best Alternative to the Dealer!

expires November 7th, 1997

Courtesy Customer Shuttle!

Behind Factoria Cinemas, Bellevue

Please Visit Our Website at www.germanauto-.com

IPREMIER
AUTO BODY
FOREIGN CAR SPECIALISTS
BMW FACTORY TRAINED

206•343•2005
F

• 206 • 343 • 5247
114 "Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle, "WA 98109
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Stop It!!!
part 4
by Wes Hill
... from your Driving Events Committee

T

he next subject in this brake series
is upgrades to rotors. I'm going to
briefly discuss the possible
upgrades, explain the theoretical benefits
and point out some of the problems associated with each. I ended last month stating that these type of upgrades need to be
thought out and hopefully it will become
clear as to why.
Lets begin with rotor size. Anymore,
when people refer to rotor size, they generally mean diameter. However, on older
cars like the 02s, a bigger rotor could also
mean a thicker rotor. Do you remember
back in August the discussion on friction ,
mass, and the ability to absorb heat? A
stock 2002 has a solid small diameter
rotor which can be upgraded both ways.
One way is to increase the thickness of the
rotor. This is done by installing an "internally vented" rotor, which does two
things. First it improves the recovery
between stops by helping the brakes cool.
This type of vented rotor is thick enough
to allow an air space between the friction
surfaces. This air space has fins in it,
which as the rotor turns pumps air from
the center of the rotor outward like a
squirrel cage fan. This air as it's passing
through the rotor wicks heat away just
like it does in your car's radiator. The second advantage in an internally vented
rotor is its ability to absorb much more
heat energy in a short period of time purely because of the added mass. (This benefit is often over looked. Some race cars
are now running with aluminum rotors
and most people believe its a weight savings issue, the real benefit though is aluminum ' s ability to absorb heat quickly
translating into much quicker stops). The
problem with this upgrade is that the rotor
will no longer "fit" in the stock calipers.
We 'll come back to this in a minute but
let's examine the other type of larger rotor
upgrade, the diameter.
This upgrade is more relative to mod-
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em cars like the E36 as the OEM rotors
are ab-eady vented. With vented rotors the
reason for increasing the diameter of the
rotor is three fold. First, as with the thicker rotor you've increased the mass therefore its ability to absorb heat. Second,
because of the increase in diameter, your
'air pump' just got bigger moving more
air, wicking more heat, and improving
recovery even more. Third, you've
increased the friction or surface area of
the rotor which translates into more heat
produced per revolution of the wheel
which again means faster stops. As you
can see even a slight increase in rotor
diameter should give you large increases
in stopping power. However, any increase
in rotor diameter returns us to our previous problem-it won't fit the OEM
calipers anymore. BUMMER!
Both of these upgrades just moved
from "bolt on" to "pain in the __ _ ". Now
you need to spend some time on the
phone, calling shops (or I suggest other
club members) to find what calipers will
fit your particular application. Going from
a non-vented to a vented rotor requires
getting a caliper with a spacer in the middle (correct me if I'm wrong, but an early
528i caliper works with a VOL VO rotor
with a tii strut, right?) and a larger diameter rotor requires a spacer between the
caliper and the strut. You can start to see
where there can be some real work in
upgrading these components.
The next rotor upgrade I'd like to
touch on is designed to decrease 'fade.'
Brake fade is caused by two things, either
the rotor has accumulated too much heat
and can no longer absorb energy, or there
is a build up of gas and dust between the
rotor surface and the brake pad. The first
one is recognizable when at the end of a
long stop, or at the end of a series of
stops, with a constant amount of leg pressure the car begins to not slow so violently, but when more pressure is applied, the

wheels lock. This is a very common
occurrence in turn 3a at SIR on a hot day.
If you've been there, you know what I
mean. The upgrades above will help discourage this type of brake fade.
The second form of brake fade, the
"gas and dust," needs to be addressed
from a different angle. Basically when a
pad and rotor come into contact with each
other, material is ground off of both surfaces . That's why they wear out. On top
of that, when high levels of heat are produced (hard braking), pads often omit various gases from their binding agents.
Brake fade is the result as the pad and
rotor are no longer in contact with each
other. In fact, what you have is millions of
"ball bearings" (in the form of dust and
gas molecules) rolling between the two
surfaces. There are two solutions to this
problem.
First, you can install cross drilled
rotors. The theory here is that the holes in
the rotor surface give the "balls" some
place to go, and in fact where they go is
into the center of the rotor and then they
are carried out through the "pumped air"
(see above) and away from the rotor. This
obviously is good and there's the added
benefit of strong curb appeal. They flat
out look good! There are some downsides
though. One would be, by drilling a bunch
of holes in the rotor, the total mass of it
and its heat sink capabilities have been
reduced. Another downside is when you
drill a bunch of little holes, after so many,
the surface area of each hole adds up to
the point that you've greatly reduced the
friction surface of your rotor. Race cars
running with cross drilled rotors (like the
M3 featured in last February' s Zundfolge)
are running with 15 inch rotors (compared
to a stock E36's 11 inch rotors) to overcome this problem. Lastly and most
importantly, by drilling all of those holes,
the integrity of the rotor has been compromised. As they heat and cool they can and

Don't Miss Out On
The Year's Last
Driving School!!
by Jacqueline Kahn
on't miss the opportunity to
attend this year's last High
Performance Driving School at
Bremerton Raceway Sunday, November
2nd. The registrations have already begun
rolling in so keep them coming! This
school is intended for new students, those
who haven't been out in a while, and for
those that are just looking to continually
improve their skills.
As mentioned in last month's article,
the school will begin with a series of drill
stations. Each station is designed to focus

D

on a specific car control skill. Instructors
will be available to ride with you to coach
you at each drill station. Throughout the
day you will learn the limits of your car
and how to keep your car within those
limits.
Remember, the objective of the school
is to make you a safer and more confident
driver. In addition, you don't have to
drive a BMW to attend and non-members
are welcome. The additional fee of $25
for non-members is directly applied to
membership in the BMW ACA.
To pre-register please fill out the
attached Registration Form and mail it to
Jacqueline Kahn at 8034 NE l 78th Lane,
Bothell, WA 98011 no later than October
27th or call with any questions you may
have (425) 481 -9571 (or email
KAHN@ESCA.COM). ~

r-------------------------------,
Driver's School Registration Form
November 2, 1997 at Bremerton
Name ___ _ ___________ __ _ Mem.#
Address - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- -

Driving Events
Calendar
October
17th, 18th, 19th
Northwest Motorsports & Inland
~mpire Chapter of BMW CCA cohosting a driving school and lapping
day. Friday evening Ground School,
Driving School on Saturday, and
Lapping (for non-novice drivers) is
scheduled for Sunday. If you are
seeking to obtain your competition
license for the International
Conference of Sports Car Club
(ICSCC) the Licensing Director will
be present at this event. Oct 17th,
18th school is $ I 20 for members and
$ I SO for non-members. The cost for
the lapping on Sunday is $30 for
those attending the school and $60
for those who do not attend. For
registration and more information
contact Tony Longinotti (509) 4567260 or Steve Cassell (509) 4827171.
26th
Alfa Romeo Club - Portland Chapter
Time trials at PIR. Contact Dan
Maloney (503)245-2784.

Year & Model Car
_ __ _ __ _ Work (
Phone No. Home (
Number of Previous Track Events _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
Driving Level: (Novice, I, II, ill, Instructor)

CIRCLE ONE

Cost of School $65, Two Drivers in One Car, Add $35
Non-members, add $25, which will be applied toward a BMW membership.
Total Amount Enclosed $

Please make checks payable to BMW ACA

Driving Goals

November
1st
Alfa Romeo Club Lapping Day at
Bremerton Raceway. Contact Dan
Alvis at (253)582-0803 for more
information and registration.
2nd
BMW ACA High Performance
Driver's School at Bremerton
Raceway.

L-------------------------------~
do develop stress cracks, and they can fall
apart at the worst possible times Uust in
front of a hard corner!).
A better solution is to get slotted
rotors. The theory behind slotted rotors is
that they work like rain tires. These
"balls" are under high pressure (the formulas from August+ heat!) and as the
pad moves over the slot, which is cut into
the face of the rotor and runs directionally
from the middle of the rotor out, they are
pushed out and away from the rotor/pad.
So, you've managed to eliminate the gas

and dust build up without diminishing the
surface area and you haven ' t compromised the integrity of the components. It
should be noted here that both cross
drilled and slotted rotors can probably be
purchased for your car in any size (OEM
or larger). If serious track time is your
thing you should begin looking into this
type of upgrade for your car. Again it will
take some leg work to figure out what
application is best for you, your car, and
your brake expectations but the gains
made will be worth it in the end.

I thought I'd finish this brake stuff up
this month, but it looks like I'm out of
space again. Next month you'll get a
break from this topic! But in December
I'll finish up with a discussion of
caliper/master cylinder upgrades if anybody wants to hear it?! As always, please
call or write your Driving Events
Committee if you have any questions,
comments, or corrections (you engineer
types are a tough audience!). We want to
provide information that is interesting, so
your feedback is important. ~
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BMW
Returns To
Formula 1
by David Lightfoot

he biggest announcement at the
September Frankfurt Motor Show
was of BMW's return to Formula
l. During the first week of September, the
BMW AG board made the decision that
had been speculated for some time. BMW
will be the engine supplier to Williams
Grand Prix Engineering. This new partnership will make its debut in 2000. It is
anticipated that this will be a long term
relationship. The initial deal is for five
years.
"Both the timing and the partner of
this project have been chosen with great
care," said Karl-Heinz Kalbfell,
Marketing Director of BMW AG, who is
also responsible for all of BMW's motorsports activities. "The high demands of
Formula One suit those of a high-tech
company like BMW. Key aspects of the
BMW brand like dynamism and innovation complement the attributes of Formula
One. The transfer of technical know-how
from motorsports over to a road car is a
tradition at BMW and will reach new levels through the cooperation with
Williams."
The car will be know as the BMW
Williams, which is probably an indication
of the extent BMW has opened the check
book. The engine will be designed in
Munich under the responsibility of Paul
Rosche, the Technical Director of BMW
Motorsport Ltd. Rosche was also the
designer of the BMW Formula One
engine in the eighties, with which Nelson
Piquet won the World Championship in
1983. At the announcement, BMW said
that the engine will be "between eight and
ten cylinders." I think we can safely
assume it will be either eight or ten cylinders, with ten most likely and nine cylinders not likely at all.
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Williams will continue to use Renault
engines for the remainder of this year.
When Renault withdraws from Formula
One at the end of this season, Williams
will switch to Mecachrome engines for
1998 and 1999. The Mecachrome engines
are actually Renault engines, maintained
by an independent company. Sources say
that BMW will foot some of the estimated
$13 million per year that it will cost
Williams to lease the V -10s from
Mecachrome.
There have been rumors that BMW
might buy Vickers, the parent company of
both Cosworth and Rolls-Royce.
Cosworth has built the Ford engine used
in Formula One. Some sources say this is
unlikely, as BMW doesn't need this
capacity to build and maintain their race
engines. Other sources speculate that the
BMW engines might be developed in
Munich but maintained and tested by
Cosworth in England. It should be noted
that Renault's Formula One engine effort
employees 150 people on the design staff
year round. Renault builds and rebuilds
250 engines each year.
The new partners BMW and Williams
will also be working together on other
motorsports projects at the highest levels of
motor racing.
BMW
Motors ports
Ltd., founded at
the end of 1995,
will be based
near the
Williams facility
in order to
enable the two
companies to
work closely
together.
On Track
magazine
reports that
Williams is expected to build an open
sports car for BMW to contest the 24
Hours of Le Mans. This project is expected to be based at Williams ' previous Fl
factory in Didcot, England.
It' s too early to speculate about drivers , but On Track says that Gerhard
Berger's announcement that he won' t be
back with Benetton next year is due to

interest from Frank Williams. Berger, an
Austrian, was the last man to win a
Formula 1 race for BMW. Berger may
become the test driver and adviser to the
new BMW-Williams partnership. He may
also spearhead an attack on Le Mans.
Berger is the most experienced active
Formula One driver, and he might be
invaluable in developing the new car.
BMW expects to have their engine in a
Williams chassis in 1999 for testing purposes only.

BMW's History in Formula One
BMW' s four cylinder production
engine was the basis of a racing engine
used very successfully in Formula Two.
In 1981, the engine was adapted for use in
Formula One. In Fl configuration, the
engine had 16 valves and KKK turbochargers. Brabham owner, Bernie
Ecclestone, secured exclusive rights to the
BMW turbo four. The Brabham-BMW
BT50, with Nelson Piquet driving,
appeared for the first time during practice
for the British Grand Prix at Silverstone.
The car qualified on the second row, but
Piquet drove a Ford-engined car in the
race. The racing debut was set for the

19B3 Brabham-BMW BT52B

Italian Grand Prix, but the BMW didn't
race there either.
In the first race of the 1982 season, the
BMW engine made its first race appearance in South Africa. Both Piquet and
Patrese drove Brabham BMW BT50s. But
in subsequent races, the Ford engine was
run again. The issue was the cost escalation that came with the turbo motors.

Brabham was opposed to turbo motors
despite their access to the BMW turbo.
Finally, BMW issued an ultimatum that
their engines be used or the contract
would be voided. Brabham made the
switch starting with the Belgian Grand
Prix.
The BMW turbos, and turbos in general, were faster on the
straights than the normally aspirated cars. But the turbos were at
a disadvantage in the comers
because of turbo lag. The BMW
engine also suffered from poor
reliability for the remainder of
the 1982 season. However, the
Brabham-BMW did score its
first victory at the 1982
Canadian Grand Prix.
BMW continued to develop the
engine. In 1983, ATS had access to the
engines, along with Brabham. The 1.5liter engines cost DM 153,000 at the time
and required a complete rebuild every 300
to 500 kilometers. But the power produced was almost 800 horsepower.
Piguet won the first race of 1983 in his
native Brazil. But then other teams with
turbo engines took over. At least until the
Dutch Grand Prix. At Zandvoort, BMW
had over 800 horsepower for the first
time. Paul Rosche had worked his magic,
and from this point on they enjoyed
greater success. Piguet won two more
races in 1983 and also won the championship. Patrese also won one race using
the Brabham-BMW.
In 1984, power for qualifying was
upped to over 1000 horsepower. Even in
race trim the engine developed over 800
horsepower. But the engines were overstressed and as a result unreliable. The
engines rarely lasted through an entire
race. Brabham, ATS and Arrows all ran
BMW engines in 1984.
In 1985, BMW engines were again
found in Brabham and Arrows cars. In the
French Grand Prix at Le Castellet, Nelson
Piguet and his BT54 were unbeatable.
Unfortunately, it was one of the few times
during the season that the Brabham-BMW
was a factor.
In 1986, Brabham introduced the revolutionary BT55. On paper it appeared to
be a big leap forward in race car engineering. But the BMW-engined car didn't
work and the team did not compete effec-

tively the entire season. However, the
BMW engine found its way into the
Benetton Bl86 mid way through the 1986
season. In Mexico, Gerhard Berger
secured the first Fl victory for Benetton
and for himself. The turbo
engine continued to be
'.J~~~~--'----i

__ _

~developed.

was hooked. He began racing in 1961.
Despite some good Formula Three results,
Williams began to realize that his talents
lay more in the area of preparation and
team management.
Williams broke into Formula One in
1969. He entered a private Brabham with
hi close friend, Piers Courage. Courage
was killed in 1970 in the Dutch Grand
Prix. Williams had a disappointing partnership with Walter Wolf in 1976. As a
result, he set up Williams Grand Prix
Engineering in 1977. He acquired a
March to race and recruited a promising
engineer named Patrick Head. Head is

BMW M12/13 Turbo.

However, their contract with Brabham
obligated them to supply engines for
another year. This they did, but the
Brabham team had become quite
mediocre and 1986 was their last year.
Previous generation BMW engines, under
the name Megatron, were used by Arrows
and Ligier in 1986. BMW officially withdrew at the end of 1986, however the
Megatron engine was used by Arrows for
the 1987 season.

The Williams Story
Frank Williams is a tough man. This
was never more clearly illustrated than the
way he fought back after his serious
injuries in a car crash in 1986. He was left
paralyzed from the waist down and is confined to a wheelchair. And his team has
become the dominant team in Formula
One.
Williams was born in 1942 in
England. He developed an interest in
motor racing while attending boarding
school in Scotland. Once he had seen his
first race, the 1958 British Grand Prix, he

Jones won four of the remaining six races
that year.
Williams emerged in the 1980s as one
of the teams to beat. The team won the
Constructors' Championship in 1980,
1981, 1986 and 1987. Drivers'
Championships were won in 1980 (Jones),
1982 (Rosberg), and 1987 (Piguet).
In the 1990s, Williams has been dominant. They won the Constructors'
Championship in 1992, 1993, and 1996.
They also won the Drivers' Championship
in 1992 (Mansell), 1993 (Prost), and
1996 (Hill). In 1993, Ayrton Senna was
killed while racing his Williams-Renault
at Imola. The accident is the subject of
on-going litigation.
In 1997, the Williams partnership with
Renault continues. The 1997 drivers are
Jacques Villeneuve and Heinz-Herald
Frentzen. Both have been disappointing.
The Williams is recognized as the best car
for 1997. But Michael Schumacher leads
the Formula One Championship in his
Ferrari. Villeneuve is second, after spinning out in three successive races .
Renault will withdraw from Formula
One at the end of the season. Renault' s
Formula One expertise will be sold to
Mecachrome who will supply Williams
with engines for 1998 and 1999. After
that, look for the BMW engine in the
Williams chassis. i$i
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ow, what an awesome year
we've had for our track
events! For those that have
had the opportunity to join us at one or
all of our events, we hope you had as
much fun as we did. The enthusiasm this
year has been incredible! So many new
folks have come out and have now seen
first hand what they, themselves, and
their cars can do. Most of which they
would have never experienced within
their everyday driving.

W

The Year Begins
Our goal at the beginning of the year
was to continue offering driving programs
that were affordable, safe, and fun . We
tried to organize our events so that there
were just enough guidelines and rules to
keep our events safe but not so many as to
get overwhelming and take away from the
main goal, which is to have fun! The feedback we have received has been very positive, and we appreciate each and every
one of you who took the time to call or
write with their comments and suggestions. It is our intent to continually
improve and gear our events toward our
club members ' interest.
We began the year with our
Instructors' Clinic in February. The purpose behind the clinic was to prepare our
existing instructors and potential new
instructors for this year's events. Sharing
of information and setting standards for
our events was key and helped to provide
continuity between the instructors in how
they teach.
All of our instructors are volunteers
and look at instructing as a way to give
back to the club and to share their knowledge with new drivers. Our instructors
range from actual racers to people who
have just been involved in our club track
programs for many years and have built a
set of skills they can pass along.
The experience and knowledge differs
from instructor to instructor, and with this
comes a diverse group of people with
everyone offering something unique. All
of us try to consistently teach the basics to
high performance driving, and with the
broad range of experienced drivers many
additional aspects and approaches can
also be shared above the basics. Many
clubs within the area don ' t have such a
large resource of instructors as our club;
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Track Events
A Look Back
At A Very Good Year
by Jacqueline Kahn

we feel very fortunate to have such a great
group! We encourage all of those who
have an interest in instructing in the future
to definitely get involved-just give me
call!
We hope to have an Instructors' Clinic
at the beginning of next season as well.
For more information on how to obtain
the level of 'Instructor,' you can refer to
our new Driver's Handbook or even to the
1997 March Zundfolge issue where the
Licensing System was also discussed.
In addition to getting our instructors
off and running for the year, we also put
together a new Driver's Log and
Handbook to aid our instructors and new
drivers. This new handbook brought
together in one reference manual our standards and guidelines for our track events,
as well as high performance driving information for new and existing drivers.

High Performance School Set To Go
With our instructors set to go and our
handbook completed, we were ready for
our first High Performance Driving school
of the year, which was held in May at
Bremerton Raceway. What a terrific
turnout we had - over 60 students!! We
were full, and calls were still rolling in to
sign-up! We had drivers from all over
Washington, several from Oregon, and
even some of our friends from the North
(Canada) attending our school. The
weather couldn't have been better (for the
students I should say!; not necessarily for
those holding the event or the instructors )-rain and plenty of it, which of
course makes for a great learning experience!
The format of the day started with a
series of drill stations, each station
designed to focus on a specific car control
skill. These stations were designed for

students to begin learning the limits of
their cars and how to keep their cars
within those limits (John Doerschuk are
you keeping your Z3 within those limits ... ?). During the afternoon the students then used those skills they learned
in the morning and ran more advanced
exercises, from an increasing slalom to
a more involved autocross-type format
where they were able to get their speeds
up and learn more about braking , cornering, and basic car control.
For the amount of students we
squeezed into the school, the day ended
quite successfully, and everyone seemed
to have a great time. For those that attended the school, we encouraged them to
bring those newly learned set of skills out
to our first Lapping Day at Seattle
International Raceway in June-we also
enticed them by giving them a $10 discount for the event-a little reward for all
their hard work!

Lapping Days Begin-June 8th
Many of those new drivers did attend
our first Lapping Day on June 8th and we
were happy to see them back for more!
Our lapping days are dedicated to driving
full laps around the road course. Because
of the number of novice drivers we had
attending, we provided a run group for
them specifically set up with instructors to
work with them to become familiar with
the track. Once their knowledge and comfort levels increased, many were driving
solo by the end of the day; which was a
great accomplishment!
Our lapping days begin with having
car tech inspections and a driver's meeting to go over the rules for the day and
answer any questions. Our goal is to
ensure everyone knows where they need
to be and when, and what the expectations
are for day so that everyone has a good
time.
In the past we have broken the cars
down into run groups, each running for
20-30 minute sessions. We had the opportunity last year to attend another club's
event that followed an 'open lapping' format. This basically means that the track is
open to all cars all day. It's understood
that each driver will only run a certain
amount of time that is realistic for the driver and the car. This format then offers a
schedule that is less cumbersome, and dri-

vers can then run when they are ready and
rest without worry about missing out on
any seat time. This was the format we
used for the June 8th lapping day. A
novice group ran for 30 minutes or so.
The remaining group ran in an open session for several hours followed by another
novice group session, and we finished up
the day with open lapping.
Because this was a new approach,
feedback from the participants was essential in determining how to run our July
18th Lapping Day. The feedback was so
positive, and the format was widely
approved! Our one improvement for the
next lapping day was to figure out a way
to keep the open-type format but also
divide the cars up a bit by car
types/speeds so as to keep the track a bit
more balanced. We wanted to not crowd
the Jess experienced drivers and not hinder the more experienced ones while out
on the track.

July 18th
Lapping on July 18th at SIR turned
out to be another terrific day! We provided the open lapping format once again,
but to accommodate all the skill and
equipment levels, we divided the cars up
in to two run groups. One was made up of
the faster cars (those that ran on average
faster than 1:50), and the other group was
for less experienced drivers and slower
cars (average time above 1:50). Each
group had two, hour and a half, sessions
which provided lots of seat time. As with
June's lapping day, the weather was perfect; the day went smoothly, and everyone
seemed to have a super time! A special
thanks to Evelyn Mercer for her help at
the registration line and for bringing us
goodies to keep us going so early in the
morning. Special thanks also to Doug and

Lissa Jennings for providing
all kinds of cold beverages to
keep us organizers cool at
Start/Finish!
The feedback again was
very positive from July
18th's event. We again thank
those who passed on their
suggestions, and we will take
those into account for next
year. For those of you that
missed out on all this fun,
don' t miss your last
chance-November 2nd at Bremerton
Raceway is our second and final High
Performance Driver's School for the year.
See this months article and get registered-remember we fill up quickly so
mail yours in early!

involved this year, it was so very nice to
meet you all. We look forward to seeing
you at next year's events as well as other
club activities-don' t be strangers to the
club even during the 'off track season' !
Thanks again to ALL our instructors and
helpers--we couldn't do it without you!!
Se you all soon!! @

Tires
PLUS
Discounters
of HIGH
,~,,~,~PERFORMANCE

{1\r;

Overall
Our events were outstanding this year
with an exceptional turn out. Over 90 cars
showed up to participate at both lapping
days (I'm still including you, Paul Haym,
for July 18th, even though you showed up
a day late-oops!) which is an amazing
number of cars for a club our size, well
over 10% of the club members participate
at each event!
Look to our November Zundfolge
issue for information we 've pulled together on additional High Performance
Schools you might find interesting if
you've now 'GOT THE BUG'!
Arranging and giving these events is A
LOT of work but definitely worth it! Our
members are such nice people!! Thanks to
all those who attended our events and got
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Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
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people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
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Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results • We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members
Downtown next to Freeway Park
7th Ave (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca

Pick-Up & Delivery

622-9800

Member of Professional
Detailing Association

Technik
edited by Greg Mierz
M3 owners get belted
This month's column is written by
Neil Maller with help from Duane Collie.
These guys are rabid M3 owners who are
frequent contributors to the BMW Digest
email group. It describes installing
Schroth aftermarket seat belts.

Front-Standard Method: Note that
the following method does not require
removing the seats, which are very heavy ,
from the car, or disconnecting the wiring
underneath them. The details given are for
the standard M3 sports seats. Electric or
non-sports seats may differ in detail.
DANGER: These seats are equipped
with a pyrotechnic (explosive!) seatbelt
tensioner mechanism, which you will
need to disarm. Always wear suitable eye
protection while working on the seat
mechanism. The approved method is to
disconnect the pyrotechnic tensioner trigger cable before working on the seat.
However unless you have done this
before, it will be much easier to disconnect sbghtly later in the process, at the
price of taking extra care not to disturb the
trigger.
Approved method: Raise the passenger seat to its maximum height. Take a
flashlight, kneel outside the car, and lean
in with your head near the floor in front of
the seat. On the inside of the seat, against
the transmission tunnel, you will see the
forward end of a black plastic part in the
shape of a cylinder over a rectangle. This
is the pyrotechnic tensioner housing.
From the rectangular lower section a
black cable sleeve emerges forward, then
loops out and back up to a black plastic
clip with a flat top. Using needle nose pliers, raise the rear of the flat clip (difficult)
to release it from its metal bracket, and
push the cable sleeve and clip rearward.

0
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WARNING!! Never pull the cable
sleeve forward, this may trigger the
pyrotechnic tensioner.
Then wiggle the cranked end of the
inner braided cable inward free from its
bracket, which is a couple of inches further back under the seat. The black trigger
cable sleeve and its inner cable should
now be completely free, pointing forward .
Try to avoid any accidental contact with
them, since although you have disconnected the normal trigger, tugging on the
inner cable can still cause the pyrotechnic
tensioner to fire.
Slide the passenger seat far enough
forward to expose the seat rail rear mounting bolts. Use a 16 mm socket, extension
and ratchet handle to remove both bolts.
Slide the seat back to expose the seat rail
front mounting bolts. With a small screwdriver pry off their black plastic caps.
Remove the nuts using a 16 mm socket. (I
suggest you accumulate all these removed
pieces in the center console storage tray.)
Drape a double folded thickness of
terry towel over the center console in the
area around the front ashtray. With the
passenger side door open, sit in the driver's seat, and then tilt the passenger seat
outward so that its backrest (which you
may need to re-angle) protrudes partially
outside the car. Walk the seat front inward
until the front mounting pad of the seat
runner rests against the towel on the console and the seat is stable. Be careful how
far you move the seat in order not to strain
the wiring underneath. The area on which
you will work is now exposed. (If you
have not already disarmed the tensioner
trigger, avoid contact with its cable while
moving the seat.)
Alternate tensioner disarming method:
If you chose not to disarm the tensioner
before moving the seats, do it now. With
the seat propped up you will have a very
clear view of the tensioner trigger cable

mechanism. Working from the side of the
seat, follow the steps previously described
to disarm and detach the trigger cable.
Now you are ready to work on the
inner lap harness mount. The pyrotechnic
belt tensioner and the stock seatbelt receptacle and stalk form a single assembly.
Just forward of the stalk base is a shiny
metal plate with two fasteners. Use a 16
mm socket to remove the nut from the
rearward fastener. This will free the entire
tensioner/stalk/receptacle assembly
(except for a wire). Lay the assembly
down toward you on the center console.
The special bolt from which you
removed the nut will later be replaced
with a longer one from the E36 mounting
kit. Reach in with needle nose pliers,
grasp the snap-ring around the inner part
of the special bolt, and pull that free. You
now need to unscrew the other fastener,
using a T40 Torx drive socket on the
exposed head and a 13 mm box end
wrench to hold the nut on the inner end.
Removing this frees the seat back bracket
,which is secured at the inner end of this
Torx bolt. Push the bracket out of the
way , and you are now easily able to withdraw the special bolt inward. Substitute
the longer special bolt from the E36 kit,
restore the seat back bracket to its normal
position, and refasten the Torx bolt and
nut. Replace the snap-ring around the special bolt using needle nose pliers for position and a screwdriver blade to seat it.
Position the tensioner/stalk/receptacle
assembly back on the special bolt.
Now you will need to bend the inner
lap belt mounting bracket of the Schroth
harness. (Note that there is a left and a
right side harness. Use the correct one: the
ASM device must be on the inner shoulder harness span.) Take your time, this is
very much a measure twice and bend once
operation. Because the mounting plane on
the seat is recessed, you need to bend the

bracket in a crank shape: up and forward
from the special bolt, then outward to
clear the side of the seat, and up and forward again. Because of the need to go forward, these two bends will be made diagonally across the harness bracket, not
straight across. Try to visualize how the
bends need to be, first out one way, then
back the other. Take a Sharpie and draw
lines diagonally across each end of the
bracket on opposite sides, where the
bends need to be. Make the marks so they
will be on the inside of the bends. The
bends must be made as close to the bracket holes as practical. Hold the marked
bracket up against the seat; do your bend
plans look right?
First (the order is important!) clamp
the large end of the bracket and its captive
harness end into a heavy vise, with the
marked diagonal bend line a little above
and parallel to the vise jaws. Using your
hands or Channel-Locks or Vise-Grips,
bend the free small end in the proper
direction (with the line on the inside of the
bend). The bend will tend to happen as a
large radius curve but you need it sharper,
so use a hammer to form the metal into a
sharper bend, but not so sharp as to overstress it. Then reverse the bracket in the
vise and make the required bend on the
small end, in the other direction. I found I
couldn't make the outward span in the
bracket quite long enough, so it didn't
clear the side of the seat. Putting two 5/16
inch washers on the special bolt before the
bracket provides the needed clearance.
With the cranked bracket on the special
bolt and pointing up and forward at a 45
degree or so angle, fasten down the nut
with a 16 mm socket. Lead the inner lap
harness forward and lay the free end on
the seat. Refasten the tensioner trigger
cable, and from outside the car position
the seat back down on to the seat rail forward mounting studs, then spin the
mounting nuts on loosely. Slide the seat
forward to expose the rear mounting
holes, insert their bolts and tighten securely. Slide the seat rearward again, tighten
the front mounting nuts and replace their
black plastic covers.
Locate the black metal rail around
which the stock front shoulder belt is fas-

tened, just behind the passenger door at
floor level. Pull off the plastic cover at the
forward end, exposing the mounting bolt.
Use a ratchet handle and Torx TSO drive
to remove this mounting bolt. Keep the
metal spacer, but reserve the castellated
clip and the plastic cover, they won't be
used while the Schroth harnesses are in
place. Make sure the harness isn't twisted,
then capture the harness bracket under the
Torx bolt head and reassemble with the
bracket pointing diagonally forward and
up, and the black spacer in place between
the rail and the car.
Raise the seat headrest and feed the
shoulder harness back between the
chrome uprights, push the headrest back
down to capture the harness. Now you
have to do the driver's side, but it should
take less than half as long.
Snap the tailstrap to the connector of
the front shoulder harness and you're
ready to roll.
-Neil Maller '96 M3
NeilMaller@aol.com

Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concours Quality Detailing
641-99:11

That's all for this month, remember to
buckle up whatever belts you've got!!
Greg Mierz GregM2002@aol.com. 0

13600 N.E. 16th St. Bellevue
{by Furney's Nursery)
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Erik Gets His Viper
Erik Wensberg, BMW NA MBrand Manager,
has never made any secret of his love for the
Viper, especially the Viper coupe. According to Car
Magazine, it looks like Erik may get his dream
car. Car reports that BMW Mis preparing a wild
version of the Z3 coupe, to be known as the Z3 GT.
Given the green light by BMW's board in July, it's
basically a street legal racer. BMW's stylists have
ensured it looks completely different from the
standard street car.

•

1998 Model Year

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The only four cylinder BMWs in the US
will be the 318 sedan and 318ti. All other
models use the 2.5-liter six as their base
model engine. BMW's head protection systern for side impacts becomes standard on
the 5 and 7 Series. After September,
Dynamic Stability Control Ill will be standard
in the 7 Series. The 8 Series has been
dropped from the line-up.
The Z3 1.9 and 2.8 both
get rollover bars. An optional
premium package for both
roadsters includes wood trim
, and a power top. BMW's navigation system now automatically transmits the location of
the vehicle when roadside
assistance is called. The price
of the navigation system has
been reduced by $300.

1998 323i Cabriolet and Coupe. •

•••••The GT version is painted white and fitted• ••••••••••••••
with fat BBS alloys. It also gets flared wheel arches, sill extensions, a rear roof-mounted spoiler
and prominent chin spoiler. Inside, the cabin is
pure race car, with bucket seats, a four-point harness and special instruments.
Also part of the package are a six-speed
sequential gearbox, a quicker steering rack and
massive brakes. Insiders say BMW will remain
tight-lipped about the GT's powerplant because
the car may be used for GT Endurance racing.
Racers could get a 525 hp 4.6-liter V-8 or a 550
hp V-12. Aroad version should use the 420 hp V-8
from the forthcoming MS.

7 Series APEALs
The 7 Series ranked
highest in the premium
car segment in JD
Power and Associates
APEAL study, released
in August. APEAL
stands for Automotive
Performance,
Execution and Layout.
It is intended to quantify how owners feel
about their cars.

Update on Alex Long
Club member Alex Long, featured in the May 1997 liindfolge, has had
an excellent rookie season. Alex has placed first six times, second twice and
third three times. Alex plans to participate in the SCCA National Runoffs on
October 10th. At the Runoffs, T.C. Kline Racing will engineer and crew
Alex's M3. Alex's efforts this year have been sponsored by BMW Seattle,
Fikse Wheels, Prototype Technology Group and Goodyear.

H~he~o/

all~."
Stephen Spenser,
The Seattle Times

1313 West Meeker St.
Suite 138
Kent, WA
I
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Fine Italian Food

(206) 859-4681
Take Out Available

•

••
Drive for the Cure
The national Drive for the Cure program continues.
By the end of October, one million miles will have
been driven in two fleets of BMWs that are touring
the country. For every mile driven, BMW will contribute one dollar to the Susan G. Kamen Breast
Cancer Foundation. The Kamen Foundation's mission
is to eradicate breast cancer as a life-threatening disease by advancing research, education, screening and
treatment.
Participants in
the Drive for the
Cure have been
signing one of
the two commemorative
Signature Cars at
each stop.

••••••••••

BMW SUV
••• The BMW sport utility
vehicle
• based on the 5 Series is getting dos•• er. BMW still refuses to officially
acknowledge the car, but we've con•• firmed
it will be built at an expanded
Spartanburg
plant .
••
• ••
Vic's Words

BMW To Buy Vickers'?

BMW NA President Vic Doolan, as quoted
in AutoWeek: "One thing for sure about
Lincoln and Cadillac customers. Every one
of them will go on to another maker."

Rumors are floating around that BMW wants
to buy Vickers. V ickers is the parent company of
Rolls-Royce and Cosworth, amongst others. Such
a deal would give BMW its long-sought control of
Rolls-Royce. Ownership of RR means that BMW

2040 l 52nd Avenue N.E.
Bellevue/Redmond

can go upmarket from the 7 Series and out-class

Overtake area, serving the Eastside

the Mercedes-Benz S Class. All the while, BMW

(206) 746-7141

maintains its reputation as a responsible, "green"

Rental and loaner car and
free towing.

manufacturer. The tradition and heritage of Rol lsRoyce simply can't be duplicated. However, it can
be purchased. Ownership of Cosworth might prove
handy as BMW re-enters Formula One as an
engine supplier to Wi lliams. There are a couple of
problems. First, German ownership of Rolls-Royce
cou ld be politically difficult. On the other hand, the
Queen is of German heritage. Second, Vickers
builds tanks and other military equipment .
German ownership of this part of the business

Certified Technicians
Specializing In all
European and Luxury
Japaneese Brands

Experience the difference quality
workmanship and service makes.

• All mechanical works, factory scheduled
maintenance including extended
warranty work.
• With direct access to factory service
bulletins ensuring the job is done right the
first time.
• Quality workmanship, honesty & competitive pricing.
• Lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and rack
& pinion service.
• Windshield replacement.

might prove trickier sti ll. Perhaps a spin-off of the
military business would be in order.

Let us show you how to maintain
your BMW and avoid the
high cost of repairs.
For parts or service, please call Al.

We will beat any
written quality repair
estimate by

10-20%
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New 7 Series

The new 7 Series, E65, will be introduced in 2000. E65 breaks new
stylistic ground compared with the current 7 Series. The new 7 will feature a relatively tall and boxy font end with an upright grille. According
to one designer, "We still don't own Rolls-Royce, but this car looks as if
we do." The long-wheelbase version is styled significantly different from
the short-wheelbase 7. Inside, the new car is bigger and finished better.
An innovative climate control system will include ventilated seats and
•
door panels. The comprehensive
vehicle dynamics system will
include variable power steering and
automatic cross-wind compensation. (Car)

•

r------------,
1998 Base Prices

I
I
I
I
I

••••

318ti
$21,960
318i
$26,720
323is
$29,270
323ic
$35,270
328i
$33,670
328is
$33,770
328ic
$42,070
M3 Coupe
$40,270
M3 Sedan_$40,270
Z3 1.9
$29,995
Z3 2.8
$36,470
528i
$39,470
540i Auto __$51,070
540i Manual $53,870
740i
$62,070
740il
$66,070
$92, 100
750il

L--------

__ .J

•
•
••

•

Frankfurt News

Der Elviswagen
At the Ricl<i Cole auction at
Monterey in August, one of the cars
offered was the white 507 previously
owned by Elvis Presley. Elvis bought
the car when stationed in Germany
during his Army stint in 1957. In excellent cond ition, it sold
for $291,500, for
more than the marl<iet value for a typical 507.
CAutoWeel<i)

BMW unveiled the production prototype of
the next MS. It will have over 400 hp from its
5.0-liter V-8. Look for it in 18 months in the
US. The Mcoupe and the Z3 coupe 2.8 both
made official debuts. BMW described the Z3
coupe as a go-kart for two with a roof and
room for luggage. Anew type of motorcycle
was shown. The Cl is an urban vehicle with
crash protection similar to a small car and
some weather protection.

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF
YOUR BMW, ONE PAGE AT ATIME.

European Car Offers BMW Power
European Car makes official its preference of the
German made automobiles. To celebrate
this the magazine
is releasing a compilation of past
BMW oriented articles in one easy to
find package.
Copies will go on
sale at newsstands
starting October 28.
You can also order
by phone (714)4466288. The price is
$3.95 plus $2 shippng
for phone orders.

We can help you keep your
BMW in peak condition
and bring undreamed of
performance out from
under-the-hood. Call us for
our free full-color catalog.
It has over one hundred

pages of performance and
styling accessories, and
thousands of replacement
parts for your BMW, ready
for same day shipping.
You'll find informative
tech tips and product
pointers to help you with
every job. We have a knowledgeable sales ~
1_;Yln"'~
staff and
y:ji
t 11 ,,.ice
we back up (j;J.f~1:
~~o;
everyt hi ng
"•0 9•
we sell with an absolutely
unbeatable Best Price
Guarantee. Call us today
at 1-800-535-2002.

Visit our web site:
www.bavauto.com

i1iil
BAVARIAN
M._I autosport

FAX 800-507-2002 • 275 CON5TITUTION AVE, PORTSMOUTH NH

I
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ROVER AND CHRYSLER
JOINT VENTURE?
AS REPORTED LAST MONTH,
CHRYSLER REPRESENTATIVES HAVE
BEEN VISITING ROVER'S FACILITIES.
THERE HAS BEEN SPECULATION THAT
CHRYSLER WAS CONSIDERING THE PURCHASE OF BMW AND WAS CHECKING OUT
ITS BRITISH SUBSIDIARY . THE SPECULATION NOW IS THAT BMW MAY BROKER A
JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN ROVER AND
CHRYSLER. THE THINKING GOES THAT
ROVER NEEDS TO DEVELOP NEW CARS .
MEANWHILE, CHRYSLER IS TOO DEPENDENT ON NORTH AMERICA AND DESPERATELY WANTS MORE ACCESS TO THE
EUROPEAN MARKET. IT CURRENTLY

•

New 3 Series
The new 3 Series will debut at Geneva in March. Only the sedan
will be unveiled at that time. The coupe will come a year later. The
new 3 will be slightly larger than the current car. The styling will be
very similar to the current 5 Series.

•

.-·.IL;-'
·- --~

"' -

~

BUILDS GRAND CHEROKEES AND
VOYAGER MINIVANS IN AUSTRIA, BUT HAS
NO OTHER EUROPEAN PRESENCE. A
LINEUP OF JOINTLY DEVELOPED CARS
COULD BE SOLD IN EUROPE AND IN
AMERICA. AND CHRYSLER COULD PROVIDE A DEALER NETWORK IN THE US .
(CAR)

M Roadster

••

The US version of the M Roadster
is scheduled to arrive in the middle of
1998, possibly in May. The Z3 with
an M3 motor will have 240 horsepower and suspension and interior
upgrades. (Automobile)

Parts for all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoration

~

Call for Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bilstein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NI.A and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972
RC Motorsport
CNPR/La Jolla Independent BMW
l.,,710 Turquoise Street• La Jolla, CA 92109
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Classified

Marketplace

Cars For Sale

Parts For Sale

1997 328i As new and under warranty. 193 miles.
Alpine white. Absolutely loaded. Leather, sunroof,
Harman Kardon 320 watt audio system, automatic
transmission, on-board computer, folding rear seats,
air conditioning, alloy wheels, fog lights. Non-smoker.
Health forces sale. Save thousands. License included.
No luxury tax. $35,900. Please call David at 425-6881932.

Wheels: 13 inch Cromodora (Italian) alloys with low
profile BF Goodrich 185/55-13. Will fit 2002 or 320.
$375. Manny Almeda 253-884-9736.

1990 Jeep Cherokee Limited Edition Black with
gray leather interior. 81,000 miles. Take over payment
of $396 or $13,000. Manny Almeda 253-884-9736.

1988 Ml Parts: Borla muffler $425 (new $560);
spring for coil-over setups, from $40 to $60 each; Sony
tape deck, new, $200; E30 strut housing with hub, two
years old, $1 ,400 (new $2,700) for coil-over conversion; M3 Evolution two intake cam, 264 degree and
Eva cam gear with programmed chip for this setup,
$700 (new $1,000); four Pirelli snow tires with wheels,
175/70 Rl4, just like new, one week, $350; Fluke
multi-meter, 87 brand new, $300 (sells for $350).
Please call Louie at 206-525-2353 after 4 pm.

1984 Volvo 240 GL Turbo. Leather seats, alloy
wheels, sun roof, 4 speed, electric overdrive. Need fuel
injector seals. $2,500 or trade for 2002 Manny Almeda
253-884-9736.
1979 Alpina It's all here on this gray market 3.5liter 6 Series. Close-ratio 5 speed with short throw linkage, limited slip differential, hot cam, tuned exhaust,
leather Recaros, full VDO gauges, orange paint, and of
course, the 16 inch Alpina multi-spoke rims. $3,000 in
recent maintenance upgrades including a complete
valve job and brake system overhaul. This car is ideal
for a deluxe restoration, or drive it into the ground.
Either way, I want $7,000 or your best offer. Michael
Emery 206-524-9804.
1973 2002 Past Concours winner. Needs some paint
work now but rest of car is immaculate and in excellent
condition. Extras including new OEM fenders and rocker panels. $4,700, not negotiable. Gary Parr 253-4724505.

Cars Wanted
1988 or 1989 325is or Ml. Five speed only. Prior
track use OK. Please call Lance Richert at 425-460-1933.

e
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Yokohama Guardex Snow Tires. Two 600 M&S
snow tires, 195/60 Rl5, used just last season. Plenty of
wear left. Best ice rated studless snow tire last year.
$69 OBO. Tim 425-237-5650.

ULTIMATE

115 Ii

YI::
== -====-

B
PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortl•ver
13MW Specialist

P•t• Jackson
Service Consultant

72 2002 Iii. Rolling shell with title, glass, Iii suspension, brake booster, 4-speed, complete disassembled
motor and new fuel pump with injectors. Will part with
all for cost of pump (that's a good deal!). Wes Hill
(425)739-6078.
l20i Parts. Body pieces including left door, trunk
lid, windows, grills, marker lights, rear tail lights,
bumper, and a lot more. Recaro for driver's side, 3.90
differential, headers, and misc. parts.
Ted Rodgers 206 232-6790.

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N.E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823- 1212

Deadline for the November ls.sue
is October 13.
Classified Advertising Policy:

Classfied ads are free to members in good standing (paid up
dues) . There is a $1 0 fee to nonmembers. Photo classifieds are
$15 to non-members. Ziindfolge
staff reserves the right to edit all
classified ads. Ads must be typed
or neatly printed and sent to
Ziindfolge, c/o Lucetta Lightfoot,
2641 39th Ave. W., Seattle, WA
98199 . Attn; Classfied Ads . Make
checks payable to BMW ACA.

r----------------------------~------------------,

:

Service Specials

L----------------------------------------~------~

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

BMW Service Inspection I or II
Determined by the Service Interval indicator in your vehicle or at approximately 15,000-mile or 12-month intervals.
Ask your Service Advisor for details.

This service includes:
All operations recommended by BMW. A complete listing of operations for your vehicle can be found in your
Owner's Service Warranty information Manual-or ask your Service Advisor for a BMW Inspection II Service
Maintenance checklist.

15°/o OFF LABOR & PARTS
L-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r--------------------------------------, r-----------------------------------------------------,
Free Loaner Special
BMW Annual Body Inspection
This coupon is good for a free loaner
during all scheduled Inspection I, II,or
other recommended maintenance services.

To maintain your BMW 6-year rust perforation warranty.
This service includes:
•Inspect the body and undercarriage
•Clean and reapply undercoating as required.

Call your Service Advisor for details.

L--------------------------------------

(No charge with this coupon .)

L-----------------------------------------------------

r----------------------------------------------------------------,

Floor Mats
Any model BMW through 1989.

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 643-4544
(425) 643-1027 (Fax)

Service & Parts Department Hours:
8 am to 6 pm Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Saturday

Perfection In Detail

We honor all BMW manufacturer's warranties ...
regardless of where you purchased your vehicle.

Redmond
T
T
T
T
T

Convenient Location
Courtesy Shuttle
Saturday Service
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff
Competitive Pricing

BMW DEALER ALTERNATIVE

T

3DK SOK 90K Serv.ices

T

Bolt On and.Custom Exhaust
Suspension

T ·-. specializing in Electrical Diagnostics
T ·Certified Technicians ·
T Per.formance Wheels and Tires
T

* * *
* **
*

BBS

TSW
01
Botbet
RacingDynamics
H&R
Eibach
Bi/stein
Koni
Remus
AC Schnitzel

Announcing...
REDMOND MOTORSPORT AUTO SALES

15205 NE 90th, Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 881-2824 Fax (206) 869-4495
Hours: 9 am - 6 pm Daily, 1O am - 3 pm Saturday

• Specializing in pre-owned BMW's
• Consignment sales
• Vehicle locating service
For details contact Ray Kirkland at [ 425) 868-3811
e-mail rayk@mci2000.com

Discounts tor Club Members Available.
Check out our website: WWW.redmondmotorsport.com Send us your inquiries and suggestions via e-mail at: REDSPORT@NWLINK.COM

Periodicals
Postage
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BMW AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA
Puget Sound Region
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Seattle, WA

